ABSTRACT. In this paper we characterize weak monomorphisms and weak epitnorphisms in the category of pro-groups. Also we define the notion of weakly exact sequence and we study this notion in the category of pro-groups.
Weakened versions of the categorical notions of monomorphism and epimorphisnx ¡uve proved to be of some interest in pointed bomotopy theory. In 1967, T. Ganea [1] utilized extensive bomotopy-theoretic calculations to exhibit examples, in the pointed homotopy category, of weak monomorphism whicb are not monomorphism. In 1986 J. Roitberg [7] used the properties of a remarkable group discovered by G. Higman [3] to exhibit examples, again in the pointed homotopy category, of weak epimorphisms which are not epimorphisms.
In this paper we intend to study weak monomorphisms and weak epimorphisms in the shape theory. In this first pan we examine weak monomorphisms and weak epimorphisms in the category of pro-groups. Msa we define the notion of weakly exací sequence and we study this notion in the category of pro-groups.
Pop

WEAK MONOMORPI-IISMS INJIIE CATEGORV OF PRO-GROUPS
We consider the caiegory pro-Grp of which objecís are inverse systems of groups with homomorphisrns as bonding rnorphisms. The noiions and properties of pro-groups which are used in ibis paper are those from the book of 5. Marde~ié and J. Segal [4] .
The category pro-Grp is a caiegory wiih zero-objects. Tite trivial group O ís a zero-object of the category Grp of groups and ibe rudimeniary sysiem O is a zero-object of dic category pro-Grp. Suppose that f'ou=O. Ihen, if 1': 0'-0 is the inverse of ¡ we have jofotouO and since jis an isomorphism, we deduce that fo ¡'o ¡¿=0 and, by hypothesis, ¡'o u=O which implies ¡¿=0. Tbis proves tbatfTs aweak monomorphism. By the first part of this proof, we conclude that /7' is a monomorphism of pro-Grp. For this reason and by using the aboye commutative diagram, we deduce that /7 is a monomorphism of pro-Grp.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
WEAK EPIMORPHISMS UN THE CATEGORY OF PRO-GROUPS
The foflowing intrinsic characterization of weak epimorphism in tbe category Grp is stated in [6] (see also [5] , Conversely, suppose that (Imfl~~-0' and let u: O'-O" be a morpbism for which uof= O. It follows that 1-mf C Ker u and because Ker u isa normal subgroup of O', we deduce that Ker ¡¿=0', so that ¡¿=0 and thereforefis a weak epimorphism. 1ff: G -H is an epimorphism of pro-groups, then it is evident tbat fis a weak epimorphism. Rut, since a weak epimorphism of groups is not necessarily an epimorphism, it is obvious that tbere exist morphisms of progroups which are weak epimorphism but which are not epimorpbism. 
1/fis a weak epimorphism of pro-groups 1/len 1/le follo wing condhion is salislied:
(WE)' For any admissible pair (X, p)eAxMfor~,~), Le . /lav¡ng ihe proper¡v X =p (ji), ¡here exisís an admissible pair (>0, p')for (4 , 4 wi¡h (>0, p')=(X, ji), Le. X'=Xand p'=p,.suc/l thai Con verse/y, ¡1 0w morphisn¡ /7 satisfies ¡he condhion (WE)' and ¿l supplemeníary. for every pair (X, X')EA~M, wi¡/l >C=X, ihe bonding nzorphisn¡ PAR: 0R~0A is a sseak epimorp/lism. 1/len f is a weak epimorphisní.
Proof. Suppose that fis a weak epimorphism aud we refer to the progroups 0', U' and the morphism /7': G'-H' considered in the proof of Theorem 1. By hypothesis. ñ follows that~¡' is a weak epimorphism and iherefore for this morphism the conditiori (WE) is satisfied. Then, by the proof of the reindexing theorem [4, p. 12] we haVep,,=PAA., if v}X,ji)= <(A' ji') = u'. So, PAR' is a weak epimorphism for any pair (A, >0) eA>< A, with X'>X if and only ifp~, is a weak epimorphism for any pair (v,v') 
WEAKLY EXACT SEQUENCES OF PRO-GROUPS
First, we recail that ib St is a category with zero-objects then a kernel of a morphisni f: X-~Y is defined as a morphism i: IV-X, with tite foUowing properties:
(i) fohrO, (u) whenever g:Z-X is a morphism with fg=0, titen there is a unique
The kernels of f are unique up to natural isomorphism.
It 18 proved [4, p. 117] 
